Optional Extra Credit Homework (ECHWK1)

Hard copy submissions (printed out and turned in) are due at 8.30am on Tuesday 3/23

Participating students are to type up their written summary of the main points of Chapter 8 in the textbook. Use your own words – don’t copy text from the book and don’t just do a simple rewording. Maximum length: one typewritten page (one side). For this (and all EC) assignments, do not work in groups, nor should you paraphrase the summary of a classmate. Underscore the highlights and how the given examples illustrate the various concepts. Also, write two major questions or concerns you have in your reading of this chapter, giving sufficient details.

Grading will be based on clarity, thoroughness, succinctness. Maximum grade: up to 3 percentage points will be added to the final homework average used to calculate the final course grade.